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● Private company, working w/ universities

● Fundamental research

● Applied/industrial research projects

● Research projects (e.g. Horizon Europe)
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Happy to put you in touch w/ colleagues working on:

● Graph Machine Learning

● (explainable) Link Prediction

● Social Networks (opinion dynamics etc.)

● Graph Counterfactuals

● Hypergraphs, higher-order data 

● Complex systems

● Old-school graph algorithms (MST, search, etc.)

Disclaimer:
In this talk, the focus is heavily on the XAI side.



The Black-Box Problem

● No trust from experts. 

● Biased systems.

● Right for the wrong reasons. 

● GDPR non-compliance. 

● Adversarial Vulnerability.

Many modern ML models are hard to interpret and it is difficult to 
understand why they make a certain decision or recommendation. This 
might cause several problems:



Explainable Artificial Intelligence

Intuition: decorate model’s output with additional information.

Very hot area: much fundamental research to be done, strong 
interest from private companies, European research calls, etc.



The intuition behind this paper

ML input language
VS

explanation language



Attribution-based explanations on tabular data

ML input language VS XAI explanation language



Heatmaps for Computer Vision ML models

ML input language VS XAI explanation language



Graph classification

ML input language VS XAI explanation language



Graph classification and motifs (connected subgraphs)

ML input language VS XAI explanation language



Node Identity, graphs, and motifs

● Sub-graph of the 
induced complete graph, 
so might not occur.

● Links unique nodes.

● Connected, but this can 
be relaxed.

G
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Problem Statement



Shapley value, 1951: a lattice of coalitions

← Empty coalition

← Just players 
D and E

← Coalition to be tested

Team ABCDE wins 
some money.
How to distribute 
among players?



Shapley: every coalition has a value 

100€

40€

0€



Shapley: every edge is adding a new player

Impact of player A



Shapley: every edge is adding a new player

0€

10€

100€

100€

A, alone, would win 10€

The team, without A, 
would still win 100€



SHAP, 2017: same lattice, different interpretation

Players → Features
Coalitions/teams → Data Points
Team value → ML output (continuous)

Removing a player from the team and 
measuring the change in team value → 
masking a feature value in the data 
point and measuring the change in ML 
output



SHAP, 2017: same lattice, different interpretation

Pro: Arguably, XAI SOTA

Con: TWO devils in the details: 
scalability/approximation, 
feature removal



GraphSHAP, 2023: same lattice, different interpretation

Players → MOTIFS
Coalitions/teams → Data Points
Team value → ML output (continuous)

Removing a player from the team and 
measuring the change in team value → 
masking a motif in the graph data 
point and measuring the change in ML 
output

(we inherit the same weaknesses)



GraphSHAP pipeline



Shapley’s heavy heritage 1/2

How do we translate the concept of removing a player 
in our graph-ML setting?

SHAP introduces the concept of background dataset, and copies 
values from other data points



Motif masking (with node identity)

Remove

SampleWeigh

Toggle
Masking?



Shapley’s heavy heritage 2/2

How do we deal with the lattice’s exponential 
computational complexity (wrt the number of features)?

SHAP introduces the concept of budget, and samples the budget 
according to heavily engineered heuristics



Experimental approximation

We found a strong approximation (with respect to the full Shapley 
lattice) in the first Shapley layer.



ABIDE dataset

 



Graph Classification

TD

ASD



ABIDE motifs



Local explanations

Patient A (ASD) Patient B (ASD)



Global explanations



Take-home message

We developed a Shapley-based XAI algorithm 
for graph classification w/ node identity.

GraphSHAP computes attribution scores 
(a.k.a. feature importances) for a set of 
arbitrarily-defined motifs. 



Conclusions: pros and cons

PROs:
● Custom, high-level explanation language
● Scalable algorithm
● Rooted in Shapley's game theory

CONs:
● Requires node identity (so far)
● Requires motifs
● Masking is arbitrary
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